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Crew
Assistant Directors
Maia Grant, Tommy Kastor, Paolo Giaimo-Ochoa

Lights
Elika Coff

Sound
Maia Grant, Tommy Kastor

Set
Brooke Dunaway, Paolo Giaimo-Ochoa, Tommy Kastor, Alexa Sikorski, Benjamin Hannah, Emma Oesch

Directors
Mr. Storey and Mrs. Mein

Cast
Squeak - Avery Johnson
Pip - Alexa Sikorski
Nice Alice - Lillian Ott
Jane/Cheshire Cat - Chloe Shamsham
Mean Alice - Brooke Dunaway
White Rabbit - Kayra Metan
Doorknob/King of Hearts - Preston Robinson-Williams
Dodo/Caterpillar - Benjamin Hannah
Grey Mouse/Two of Hearts - Anna Kowach
Eagle/Three of Heart - Dane Joyce
Duck/Carpenter/Ace of Hearts - Yash Bellam
Tweedle Dee - CC Lykins
Tweedle Dum - Maggie Sharp
Walrus/Mad Hatter - William Akin
Oysters/March Hare - Tess Thompson
Dormouse - Leticia Watabanabe Soufen
Attendant - Emma Oesch
Attendant - Reagan Saur
Queen of Hearts - Kristiana Rogan